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Nike Air Max + 2013 upheld the Air Max series of traditional sports aesthetic style, in addition to reshape the air, but also to achieve
a comprehensive and innovative performance: the hot-melt technology and Hyperfuse upper with open mesh designed to increase
ventilation and comfortdynamic fly line (Dynamic Flywire) Technology always protect the foot and enhance supportthere is a mesh-
lined recess wrap the whole foot, molded heel and ankle collar support, bring comfortable wearing experience .
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] "If you can run a mile, run a race, run a marathon" If you run, go run a race, run a
marathon. Nike & quotJust Do It & quot25 anniversary of the TVC begins with this sentence. Although it is simple to make a memorial
phrase slogan image advertising, but not like usual calm atmosphere, just like a friend in earnest encouragement of your ears - now
have the ability to start, in relation to the potential to play to the extreme .
25 years a lot, so that the film has its own weight --NBA superstar LeBron James, female tennis star Serena Williams, the Spanish
Professional football player Gerard Pique, famous boxer Andre Berto and American actor Chris Pine, a Public international
superstar portrait appeared, how could not bright? 
End 
the film, James passed the ball to a nobody, and said, "Good luck." Yes, everything is possible, Who says you can not possibly
defeat all of these stars will become the new star of it (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional
Footwear News, Media Partner: Apparel IT global fashion brand? Net)
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] Recently, the China Children and Teenagers' Fund, Nike Sports (China) Co., Ltd. jointly
launched the & quotlet me play & quoturban mobility stationed in Hunan youth sports community projects. It is reported that the project
will flow in Hunan, 40 children of primary and secondary schools are concentrated, it is expected to have more than 40,000 migrant
children benefit from the project. 
& quotlet me play & quoturban mobility community projects aimed at youth sports participation in sports activities by directing
attention and promote healthy growth of young urban mobility stay. This time, Tianxin District, Changde City Wuling, Zhengxiang
District of Hengyang City, was listed as the Changsha City in Hunan project implementation. 
According to reports, after the start of the project implementation, according to the special status of migrant children schools left
behind, developing and supporting youth development tool for teacher training, basic sports equipment, sports and project monitoring
and evaluation. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
Sports players Nike LEBRON 12 "Heart of a Lion" color shoes 2014-09-24 10:33:32 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source:
hypebeast] Print Close 
Chinese shoes network Sept. 24 hearing on September 17, held in Portland, Nike LEBRON 12 conference, has been the first
preview of 7 colors will be on sale. LeBron James in his 11-year career, countless honors, but few people know that behind these
honors, James has gone through life experiences to what extent the mental and physical: from just joined the Union of thin body to
become now the same position in the league's strongest athletesfrom their home after leaving to join the Miami Heat, question and
challenge their bottom line once the dispute near the little emperor, still led the Miami Heat won the championship twice. LeBron on
the double test of physical and psychological, have shown as brave as a lion's heart, and this is Nike LEBRON 12 "Heart of a Lion"
design inspiration for color matching. (Media Partner: shoe image Seasons shoes bear) 
Related news
Sports players Nike Running Release sports protective jogging suits
2012-09-07 10:38:50 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: highsnobiety] Print Close 
Chinese shoes network Sept. 7 hearing, obviously feeling the past few days the weather is getting cooler, the temperature difference
between day and night with slowly increasing, you run like night or morning exercise friends it is time to start the installation of new
equipment. Nike Running timely product line also launched a 2012 winter sports protection jogging suits. The series includes
Lunarglide + 4 Shield, Free Run + 3 Shield, Nike Air Pegasus + 29, The Lunarspeed Lite + Shield four products, corresponding to a
steady protection, light, playful, racing four major theme Series for runners different needs of a variety of options. And this on a shoe
specially fitted with 3M reflective tape and a large area of ??waterproof material, such thoughtful design can better cope with a little
bad weather in the winter to improve sports safety. This package sale from the beginning of October after another, like friends do not
hesitate. 
Related news
is not the first time the production of footwear products in the domestic original designer brand southfiness recently re-released its
brand new a FABULOUS SLIP ON shoes. 
Through the spring and summer of ROTARY-CUTTING various embroidery patterns of understanding and application, resulting in a
fall and winter's first single product creative ideas, patterns emerged in the spring and summer products for the new selection,
combined into a new pattern MONOGRAM and applied more unpopular among SLIP ON shoes. 
The whole body of the shoe using anti-leather material, the tongue more choice and stamp LOGO split leather combined with a
different appearance of the texture. The pattern arranged deepened after the original national flavor, match full version ROTARY-
CUTTING pattern and SLIP ON share between more revealing leisurely sense nomadic season. 
The SLIP ON of this has been officially on sale, priced at 450 yuan, was not to be missed. 
Sports players Commonwealth & timesASICS Gel Lyte V joint shoes 2014-09-19 10:11:24 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source:
hypebeast] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network September 19 hearing, classic sports brand ASICS recently boutiques Commonwealth and the United
States work together to bring this "The Gemini" for its co-branded version of the classic running shoes Gel Lyte V. As the name
suggests, this shoe is designed mainly "Gemini" inspired hair like, and uses a representative of the night sky dark blue nubuck
leather combined with suede shoes constitution, although at first glance Neither shoe is about the same, but a closer look only to find
two shoes in nubuck leather and suede to use part of the opposite, to encourage people to focus on creativity and personality show.
In addition, with the shoe also comes with a special build handkerchief, also printed above echo the theme of Gemini astrological
pattern, design can be described as exhausted mind. (Media Partner: shoe-like image Waag shoes) 
Related news
Players Nike sports shoes Air Max 97 CVS ace bring new season color
2012-04-25 11:36:20 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: solecollector] Print Close 



Chinese shoes Network April 25 hearing, the ace of running shoes as Nike's shoes, Air Max 97 performance has been its
comfortable classic shoes allow people to remember, with the development of science and technology, Nike also launched Updated
versions of Air Max 97 CVS, while maintaining the original shoes, based on the material to be in the shoes Canvas material. In the
quarter, we saw such a systemic fluorescent green color of the Air Max 97 CVS, the upper still maintained that sleek lines, this is the
reason this shoe fame lies. And equipped with a Canvas upper material, not only can increase the permeability of exercise, can
reduce the weight of shoes, give us the best wearing experience. The whole palm Air cushion midsole brought damping and elastic
properties is absolutely no doubt. The latest color of the Air Max 97 CVS is expected to soon be available in the country, like a lot of
friends you had better pay attention. 
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